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Urban Literacy Collaborative & Clinic
presents: Navigating Academia

Navigating Academia sessions are designed to support doctoral students
who are seeking extended knowledge for understanding and traversing
academia. Sessions will feature emerging and leading scholars on
compelling topics to help students understand ways to create successful
pathways for self-care, academic productivity, and community engaged
scholarship grounded in criticality.

Come Hell or High Water:
Radical Self-Love and Self-Care in Academia

In this special ULCC—Navigating Academia session, Drs. Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz and
Arash Daneshzadeh (scholar-activists of color navigating predominantly white
institutions) will share ways they strive and participate in radical self-love and self-care as
they engage in transformative research. This will be a discussion and workshop where
participants will reflect upon the challenges and benefits of taking care of ourselves as we
engage in this work.
Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz is an Associate Professor of English Education at Teachers
College, Columbia University. Her research interests include racial literacy
development, Black and Latino male students, Black girl literacies, Black female
college reentry, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy. At Teachers College (TC)
she is founder and faculty sponsor of the Racial Literacy Roundtables Series,
where for eight years, national scholars, doctoral, pre-service and in-service
Master’s students, and young people in schools facilitate informal conversations
around race and other issues of diversity in schools and society. Dr. Sealey-Ruiz
is also a co-founder of the Civic Participation Project at TC, a multi-disciplinary
project that focuses on the well-being of youth involved in the foster care and the
juvenile justice systems.
Arash Daneshzadeh teaches Hip Hop education and organizational leadership in
the School of Education at the University of San Francisco. The crux of his
research intersects youth identity formation, cultural studies, restorative justice
and organizational behavior. He has authored multiple manuscripts including an
upcoming article, “Restorative Justice as a Double Edged Sword: Conflating
Restoration of Black Youth with Transformation of Schools” in the Journal of
Culture and Education.

April 13, 2017 5:00-7:00 pm
Location: ULCC Dahlberg Hall
Room 100

